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Harvest in the Midwest is now upon us, and like harvest everywhere else there will be long work 
hours, the occasional machinery breakdown and at times skinned knuckles and rising blood 
pressures. When I troubleshoot a problem, whether a combine not separating correctly or a bin 
dryer not cycling properly, I have the words of my late father ringing in my ears; “Son, go back to 
the source!”  
 

So many times, instead of starting from the source, we try and jump to a solution. Our 
assumptions – without good analysis of our information or thoughtful consideration of how 
others have solved problems – cause us to make false assessments and to lose valuable time 
and money trying to fix the issue.  
 

Most of you know the value you place on your process for machinery maintenance and the 
procedures you follow to calibrate your pieces of equipment to prevent these issues. Do you 
also recognize the value of parameters and rules – the governance and discipline – within your 
grain and livestock marketing process to reduce risk and improve growth? Have you written 
down specifically how, when, and by whom marketing decisions are made? Is there a dollar 
threshold beyond which selling or buying is a committee decision? How often will owners be 
updated and asked to give input? In retrospect, how much of your conflict or disappointment 
over marketing can be traced back to the “source” of differing expectations, risk tolerance or 
knowledge among owners?  
 

It’s tough to “go back to the source” if you haven’t discussed expectations, developed a policy, 
agreed on parameters or adopted a process. I can’t tell you how many times I’ve needed to 
remind my own risk and business development teams to “re-visit” the mission, goals, benefits 
and priorities so we could stay on track.  
 

I look forward to helping you develop or reconfirm your principles, policies, and discipline around 
your business’s most important marketing, finance and growth decisions.  
After growing up on an Indiana grain farm and spending time in large, international 
organizations adding value to agricultural commodities, Del has joined Ag Progress to help 
business owners identify and execute sound marketing and growth decisions. 


